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Locaf kayaker Shannon Carroll in action on Big Kimshew Creek just outside of Chico. Phata by Taylor RaberTson

Falls on the McKenzie River in Oregon.

At the time, it was the biggest waterfall

ever run. Anywhere. Carroll hardly

acknowledges the feat. "I didn't even

know it was a record back then," she

claims before quickly trying to change the

conversation.

It was this kind of brazenness that made

Carroll a natural fit for kayaking's niche

discipline called "creeking." Creeking

is the most extreme type of kayaking

where paddlers make fast, steep descents

through narrow shallow rivers filled with

waterfalls, Iedges and boulders.

Boating in Northern California usually

recalls sunny days spent floating the

South Fork of the American River-the

state's most popular rafting destination.

While the commercial section of the South

Fork is challenging enough for most,

Carroll finds her thrills elsewhere; nearby

sections and tributaries of the American

and Yuba rivers offer world-class creeking

opportunities, sought after by elite

kayakers around the globe.

Carroll shares some of her favorite area

creek stashes here:

hJEAR SOUTFI $HORE
South Silver Creek is a tributary of the

South Fork of the American River that
consists of big, clean granite slides and
a boulder garden called Ball Breaker. It's
about 45 minutes west on U.S. Highway
50 from South Lake Tahoe; put-in is 1.2
miles upriver from the take-out spot at
Icehouse Reservoir. The creek drops 600
feet per mile and is highlighied by an
80-foot granite slide called Skyscraper.
"Running Skyscraper," says Carroll, "is
like a cascading joyride! You make drop
after drop, while gaining momentum
toward the bottom slide."

Described as similar to jumping off
the San Francisco bridge, Golden Gate is
a nine-mile section of Class V rapids on

ruckee kayaker and

emergency room

nurse Shannon Carroll

has a commanding

presence. At five-feet,

ten-inches with a mane

of wild, red hair, the

29 -y ear-oId turns heads

anywhere she goes.

Where she is most remarkable, though,

is negotiating the boulder gardens and

waterfalls of local rivers like the American

and Yuba.

A native of Thurmond, West Virginia,

Carroll grew up paddling the Gauley

River. After high school, a whirlwind tour

of the West sold her on Tahoe.
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"As my buddy and I were driving over

Donner Summit one summer, he told

me he lived at the top and skied down

to The Lake in the winter," she says. "I

knew right then I wanted to live in that

paradise." Carroll now splits her time

pulling shifts at St. Mary's Regional

Medical Center emergency room in Reno

and globetrotting on kayak expeditions.

While Carroll is outgoing and

confident in person, she is modest about

her accomplishments. Her reputation

within the world of whitewater

kayaking, though, is that of superwoman

proportions. It started in 1998, when

a then 20-year-old Carroll did the

unthinkable: running the 78-foot Sahalie



the South Fork of the American, about an
hour from South Lake Tahoe along U.S.
Highway 50. Boaters put in at Peavine
Ridge Road and take out at Forebay Road.
Navigable in late winter and spring, it is
one of the most scenic runs in the area.

NEAR NORTH SHORE
An hour outside of Truckee towards

Sierra City, Loves Falls on the North Fork
of the Yuba is a some three-mile section of
class V rapids that non-kayakers can check
out from the Pacific Crest Trail. There are a
lot of "boofs" (five- to ten-foot pour-overs
that are technical and usually fast) on this
run/ as well as a few waterfalls.

Part of the South Yuba River that starts
near Nevada City,49-to-Bridgeport is a
one-day, seven-mile run and a California
classic, with the put-in at the Highway 49
Bridge and take-out at the Pleasant Valley
Road Bridge. "This could be my all-time
favorite," says Carroll. "Dependent on
weather, this stretch gives you just what
you need for the slow season-millions of
rapids for not much scare." ffi

For a more spectator-friendly paddling
scene, check out the Reno Riaer Festiztal
wher e kay akers demonstr at e " playbo ating" -
throwing tricks on a stationary waoe. Details
are aaailable in Datebook, page 24.
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